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Abstract
This thesis analyses the current situation of the company Scootland s.r.o. at the domestic 
market with regard to the stagnating gains of the company. The basic analytical methods 
are introduced and, consequently, applied. On the basis of the conducted analysis, 
measures for the improvement of the current situation are proposed, focusing especially 
on the expansion of the company to the Slovakian market, and a detailed plan of this 
entry is provided. 
Abstrakt
Diplomová práce analyzuje současný stav firmy Scootland s.r.o. na domácím trhu v 
České republice s ohledem na stagnující tržby firmy. Jsou představeny základní 
analytické metody, jež  jsou následně aplikovány. Na základě provedených analýz jsou 
navrhnuta opatření pro zlepšení současné situace se zaměřením na expanzi firmy  na 
slovenský trh a vypracovaný detailní plán vstupu na tento trh.
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SLEPT analysis, Porter's Five-forces model of competitive environment
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The market of scooters has been growing rapidly in the past few years. Analogically, 
when scooters are sold (either new or used ones), spare parts are also needed to keep 
them running. Scootland company has been present as the supplier of scooter spare 
parts since 2005 and has built a strong position on the Czech market since. However, 
the sales have been stagnating recently, so the company  has to review its strategy and 
find suitable solutions.
I have strong personal reasons for choosing this company  as the topic of thesis since 
Scootland was founded in 2005 by  myself. Two years ago, steps to do in next 5 years 
were suggested based on the research conducted for my bachelor thesis; so far the 
company has successfully fulfilled the goals thus set. One of the steps was to evaluate 
whether the company  can enter any foreign market. This thesis deals with its further 
expansion to Slovakia, analyses the strategy  used in the Czech republic and evaluates 
whether such strategy can be used in the Slovakian market as well. 
10
TARGETS AND METHODS
The main target of the thesis is to analyze the situation of Scootland and propose a 
strategy to enter the Slovakian market. The analysis is based on the selection of suitable 
analytic methods and its results are evaluated. Further, Slovakia is described in the 
macroeconomic context and also from the perspective of the customer analysis. Based 
on the analysis, conclusions are drawn in order to adjust the existing strategy to fit the 
needs of the market.
To meet the targets of the work it is necessary to:
• Review the literature
• Describe the investigated company
• Analyze the current situation and strategy
• Evaluate the results of the analysis
• Propose steps for the application of the strategy on the Slovakian market
• Draw conclusions
In the work, general theoretical methods are applied as well as other chosen methods. 
The entry data are obtained from the financial statements of the company, the online 
system Google Analytics, interviews with the employees and customers, literature and 
further resources.
The work is intended for the management of the company and can be used in evaluation 
of entering the Slovakian market.
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1 THEORETICAL BASIS OF THE WORK
This chapter describes the theoretical background used for the analysis of the company 
and strategy adjustments. It is necessary to define the four most frequently used terms 
that are interconnected and appear throughout the work.
Strategy
“A strategy is an integrated and coordinated set of actions taken to exploit core 
competencies and gain a competitive advantage”1
Competitive advantage
“An advantage over competitors gained by offering consumers greater value, either 
through lower prices or by providing more benefits that justify higher prices”2
Market entry
“A company can enter new industries by acquisition or startup”3
In recent years, there has been an increasing amount of literature on forming a strategy 
for the market  entry. The core question is how to maximize the potential return from 
overseas markets so as to achieve the company objectives. Ohmae defines the three Rs 
for the successful strategy: Reality, Ripeness, Resources. 4  This work takes into account 
and respects the regularities of all these terms in order to form a successful strategy. 
First, the competitive advantage is discussed followed by Porter’s five forces model and 
SWOT analysis. The relationship between the internal and external environment is 
discussed in the work of Hitt who states: “Strategic intent and strategic mission are 
grounded in the results obtained through analyses of a firm’s external and internal 
12
1 HITT, M., Strategic Management, s. 101.
2 ARMSTRONG, G., Marketing, s. 186.
3 PORTER, M. E, From competitive advantage to corporate strategy, s. 47.
4 OHMAE, K., The Mind Of The Strategist.
environments. Intent and mission create value for a firm by specifying how its resources 
and capabilities can be leveraged to create value through offering goods or services to 
particular markets. Taken together, the results of environmental analyses and a firms’s 
intent and mission provide information needed to formulate and implement both 
business-unit and corporate-level strategies.”5  The formulation of the business unit 
strategy with regard to the whole company strategy  is a subject of the recommendation 
part of the work and is based on the conducted analysis.
1.1 Competitive advantage
The importance of competitive advantage is tremendous for the success of a company, 
as it is the main factor in the way a company  can distinguish itself from its’ competitors. 
It is noteworthy  that in all cases of expansion on foreign market used in this work, the 
competitive advantage position was the core element of the strategy. 6  A company can 
use it’s strengths relative to the competition to gain a competitive advantage. According 
to Porter, there are 2 ways through which this is possible: cost  leadership and 
differentiation. 7 
Cost leadership follows the target of the lowest costs resulting in the lowest prices for 
the end customers. It uses the effectivity  of the company; either as technological leader 
or through the company structure, which is highly cost effective. Furthermore, this 
strategy is very effective in the process of selling standardized products, where it  is 
difficult to distinguish the added value by other sellers.
Differentiation is, in the long term, a more difficult strategy  to be applied, since it 
requires a continuous effort and diligence not only of the management but also of the 
13
5 HITT, M., Strategic Management,  s. 93.
6 HITT, M., Strategic Management.
7 PORTER, M. E, From competitive advantage to corporate strategy.
whole company structure involved. The definition is provided by Hitt who states: “The 
value offered to customers by differentiated products is something other than cost. 
Products can be differentiated along any  dimension that some group of customers 
values. These dimensions include quality, service, technological sophistication, 
engineering design and performance, and rapid product innovations. Firms using this 
strategy want to be differentiated from competitors along as many  dimensions are 
possible.” 8
This statement shows the possibility for a company to search for other values that are 
appreciated by customers and adjust  the strategy accordingly. For every company on 
every  market  it is highly important to consistently  establish a leadership position in its 
industry, either as the low-cost or as a differentiator in order not to get  stuck in the 
middle.9  This is understood in terms of the danger to be unrecognized by  the customers, 
which can in the long term lead to the lowering of the turnover and profit. 
It is also important to mention the risk associated with the two aforementioned 
strategies of cost advantage and differentiation.10  In case the company is selling its 
products under the lowest price on the market, there danger in a competitor, who can 
buy or develop newer technologies or customers, that are switching their needs to other 
products while the comp  any  is focused on the lowest cost, or ability  of competitors to 
copy the low-cost strategy and getting on the same price as the existing leader. Also 
strategy of differentiation is not risk free since customers can start seeing the difference 
between the differentiated product and the competitor’s low cost standardized product 
as not being worth the premium price or substitute which has all the added value of the 
higher priced product. 
14
8 HITT, M., Strategic Management,  s. 124.
9 PORTER, M. E., Competitive Advantage, s. 16.
10 HITT, M., Strategic Management,  s. 124.
An interesting comparison of these two strategies is provided by Hooley and Piercy, 
who stated: “The major advantage of differentiation strategy, as opposed to a cost 
leadership strategy, is that it creates, or emphasises a reason why the customer should 
buy from the company rather than from its competitors. While cost  leadership creates an 
essentially  financially based advantage for the company, differentiation creates a 
market-based advantage. Products or services that are differentiated in a valued way can 
command higher prices and margins and thus avoid competing on price alone.” 11  
Profitability is an important factor in the decision-making process and a company has to 
be aware of how expensive the application of any  of the aforementioned strategies is, 
since no shareholder value can be built if the cost eats up  expected returns of such 
entry.12
1.2 Value chain analysis
Value chain is a tool to identify  the activities that add value to the final output and that 
are creating the competitive advantage.13  Together with other kinds of analysis it can be 
used to review the flow of the goods or services throughout the company  in order to 
find processes to improve. The analysis consists of the research of the primary and 
support activities, where the primary  activities are connected to the creation of the 
product or service and support activities provide the support necessary  for the primary 
activities.14
15
11 HOOLEY, G., Marketing Strategy and Competitive Positioning, s. 43.
12 PORTER, M.E., From competitive advantage to corporate strategy, s. 47.
13 PORTER, M.E., Competitive Advantage.
14 HITT, M., Strategic Management.
1.2.1 Primary activities
• Inbound logistics represents the flow of products into the company. 
The use of effective logistic systems (just-in-time) has shown the 
ability to significantly reduce the costs.15
• Operations represent the activities necessary to change the input into 
the final product or service.
• Outbound logistics deals with stocks and distribution of the final 
goods to the customers.
• Market and sales include the distribution channels needed to 
promote and sell the final products to the customers.
• Service is an activity  having enormous impact on enhancing or 
maintaining a productʼs value. This includes not only the installation, 
repair or adjustment procedures, but also the customer service 
attending to the customerʼs requests and customer care.
1.2.2 Secondary activities
• Procurement represents decisions about how a company buys the 
inputs and equipment.
• Technological development includes the processes necessary for the 
development of new products, research and servicing procedures.
• Human resource management deals with recruiting, hiring, training 
and developing all involved persons.
• Firm infrastructure includes general management, planning, 
accounting and processes to consistently identify  new opportunities 
or deal with important decisions in the company.
16
15 HOOLEY, G., Marketing Strategy and Competitive Positioning.
Picture 1: Value chain analysis
Source: PORTER, M. Competitive Advantage. s.37.
The primary and secondary activities are displayed on the picture. The following 
statement shows the relationship between these activities and shows the value added to 
the whole process: “The value chain displays total value, and consists of value activities 
and margin. Value activities are the physically  and technologically distinct activities a 
firm performs. These are the building blocks by which a firm creates a product valuable 
to its buyers. Margin is the difference between total value and the collective cost of 
performing its value activities.”16   The aim of the company is to use it’s all available 
resources to create added value that justifies higher margin then the one of it’s 
competitors. Consequently, resources appear to be a key component to the success of 
the company; however, not only good resources are important. “Individually, resources 
17
16 PORTER, M.E., Competitive Advantage, s. 38.
typically do not result in a sustainable competitive advantage. A professional football 
team may benefit from employing the league’s most talented running back. However, it 
is only when the running back fully  integrates his running style with the blocking 
schemes of the offensive linemen and the team’s offensive strategy that a sustainable 
competitive advantage may develop. Similarly, a firm’s production technology, if not 
protected by  patents or other constraints, can be purchased or imitated by competitors. 
But when that production technology is integrated with other resources to form a 
capability, a core competence may develop that can result in sustained competitive 
advantage. Thus, it is through the integration of several resources that a sustainable 
competitive advantage is created.”17
The aforementioned core competencies are created from valuable, rare capabilities that 
are hard to imitate and form a sustainable competitive advantage.18 As an inevitable part 
of the value chain, it performs individual activities that are a reflection of the company’s 
history, its strategy, approach to implementing this strategy, and the underlying 
economics of the activities.19
1.3 SWOT analysis
SWOT analysis is a tool which helps to focus on the strengths of the firm that are most 
valued by its customers and therefore by clear understanding provides a significant help 
in marketing and communication efforts.20  This tool combines the most significant 
factors, both internal external, and can also be used as a summary of the previous 
analysis, where the alignment of strengths and weaknesses with opportunities and 
potential threats can help strategy formulation.21
18
17 HITT, M.A., Strategic Management, s 73.
18 HITT, M.A., Strategic Management, s 93.
19 PORTER, M.E., Competitive Advantage, s. 36.
20 SIMONEAUX, S.L., The Annual Check-Up for a Business.
21 HOOLEY, G., Marketing Strategy and Competitive Positioning.
The matrix consists of 4 fields marked as:
“Strengths: Internal capabilities that may help a company reach its objectives
Weaknesses: Internal limitations that may interfere with a company’s ability to achieve 
its objectives
Opportunities: External factors that the company may be able to exploit to its 
advantage
Threats: Current and emerging external factors that may challenge the company’s 
performance”22
Another view from inside of the company is provided in the work of Hooley, which lays 
a question to the author of the analysis. Such approach is useful, when the analysis is 
conducted by employees of the specific company.
Picture 2: SWOT analysis
Strengths
What we are good at 
relative to competitors?
Opportunities
What changes are creating 
new options for us?
Weaknesses
What are we bad at 
relative to competitors?
Threats
What emerging dangers 






Source: HOOLEY, G. Marketing Strategy and Competitive Positioning. s. 43.
19
22 ARMSTRONG, G., Marketing, s. 186.
After the analysis has been done it  is necessary to evaluate the situation of the company 
to propose further steps. The implication of the SWOT analysis is again a matrix which 
shows the position of the company between the 4 factors and provides the area on which 
the strategy should focus. 
In the first field, the strengths of a company are supporting opportunities, which results 
in an aggressive growth strategy. In the second field, between opportunities and 
weaknesses, there is a favorable situation on the market but the company is unable to 
use the opportunities. The key to success is to eliminate the weaknesses in order to turn 
the strategy into a growth one. The third situation shows the conflict between strengths 
threats from the outside. This situation is an alert  for the company which should lead to 
a diversification of it’s activities, therefore lowering the potential risk. The last field 
shows the most negative situation where threats meet with weaknesses; at this point a 
defensive strategy is an option which could in the long term lead to leaving the market.
The alignment does not have to be always really straightforward, as shown in following 
quotation:
“The key to success is alignment of the two sides. Yet, fitting internal strengths and 
weaknesses to external opportunities and threats is often frustrated by  the fact that the 
two sides pull in opposite directions - the distinctive resource base and activity  system 
of a firm can point in a totally different direction compared with the developments in 
their current markets”23
20
23 DE WIT, B., Strategy, s. 245.
Picture 3: The alignment matrix of SWOT strategy
Source: Own adjustment according to HOOLEY, G. Marketing Strategy and 
Competitive Positioning. s. 43 and SIMONEAUX, S.L., The Annual Check-Up for a 
Business, s. 77.
  
1.4 Porter's Five-forces model of competitive environment
Porter’s five forces model of competitive environment is a framework used to evaluate 
the industry where the company is going to operate. This model suggests that the 
attractiveness of the industry  is defined by the interaction of five forces (suppliers, 
buyers, competitive rivalry, product substitutes and potential entrants to the industry). 
Using this tool can help the firm understand what strategy it should implement to 
establish a strong competitive position within the selected industry.24  Based on the 
statement of Michael E. Porter: “Company might benefit from entering before the 
industry shows its full potential.”25  The analysis of the industry is essential before the 
entry  to the market to see the positives and negatives that the market offers to the new 
entrants. Highly profitable industries with high return of investments are those where 
21
24 HITT, M.A., Strategic Management.
25 PORTER, M.E., Competitive Advantage, s. 47.
the forces are benign while intense forces highlight the industries with almost no returns 
of investment (such as airlines, textiles, hotels..).26
Picture 4: Porter's Five-forces model of competitive environment
Source: Own adjustment according to HITT, M. Strategic Management. s. 48 and 
HOOLEY, G. Marketing Strategy and Competitive Positioning. s. 73
1.4.1 Threat of new entrants
Markets that offer high returns on investment attract new firms. The more firms are on 
the market, the less profitable it is27. “When the threat is high, incumbents must hold 
down their prices or boost investment to deter new competitors.”28  The entry of new 
competitors is limited by the barriers, which are the advantages that incumbents have in 
22
26 PORTER, M.E., The five competitive forces that shape strategy, s. 80.
27 HITT, M.A., Strategic Management.
28 PORTER, M.E., The five competitive forces that shape strategy, s. 80.
relation to new entrants. According to Porter, there are seven major sources of the 
barriers: 
1) Supply-side economies of scale. New entrants face a cost disadvantage when 
existing competitors benefit from economies of scale
2) Demand-side benefits of scale. Customers buy rather from the existing 
suppliers than from the newcomers. By reducing the price the newcomer can 
build up a large base of customers. 
3) Customer switching costs . The stronger the relationship of the customers with 
the existing suppliers, the higher the switching costs for the newcomer. The 
new entrant must offer either a much lower price or a highly differentiated 
product.
4) Capital requirements
5) Incumbency advantages independent of size. Advantage of knowing the local 
markets
6) Unequal access to distribution channels
7) Restrictive government policy29
However, the perspective of competition highlights some reasons which cause further 
competition, such as low differentiation on the market between existing suppliers. Such 
situation shows the chance of success brought by differentiation strategy, as further, the 
gaps in the market can be mentioned, which can affect creation of niche markets that are 
not served perfectly by the existing incumbents.30  Even though all the barriers are low 
and it can seem that nothing prevents the newcomer from entering the market, it is 
necessary  to mention one important factor, namely the reaction of the existing 
competitors to the new entrant. This can play a significant role in the decision process, 
especially in case of serious obstacles caused by the competitors who are committed to 
23
29 PORTER, M.E., The five competitive forces that shape strategy.
30 HOOLEY, G., Marketing Strategy and Competitive Positioning.
retaining their market share by dropping the prices down to a minimum to fill the excess 
capacity.31 Such actions can also lead to a decision against the entry to the market.32
1.4.2 Bargaining power of suppliers
Powerful suppliers capture more value for themselves through charging higher prices 
and transforming the costs to the customers (buyers)33. This situation does not leave 
space for higher margin for the dealers, which limits not  only  the expansion to the new 
market but also the discount levels the new company can offer. The power of suppliers 
is raised by the following factors:
1) The concentration of suppliers is higher then the one of buyers. This situation 
can occur if there is one central supplier who penetrated the market with their 
own distribution channels.
2) The costs of switching suppliers are high. In case a standardized product is 
offered, the power of the supplier is lower; consequently, by highly 
sophisticated products that are difficult or too costly to source anywhere else, 
the power of the supplier raises.
3) When the offers of the suppliers are highly differentiated, a situation similar to 
the first factor occurs; the supplier has enormous power on the market and the 
customers demand their product without considering other alternatives.34
1.4.3 Bargaining power of buyers
While firms tend to maximize the return on their invested capital, buyers, on the other 
hand, prefer to buy at the lowest possible price. The high bargaining power of buyers is 
apparent either in highly competitive industries with standardized products or when 
24
31 PORTER, M.E., The five competitive forces that shape strategy.
32 HITT, M.A., Strategic Management.
33 PORTER, M.E., The five competitive forces that shape strategy.
34 HOOLEY, G., Marketing Strategy and Competitive Positioning.
there is a low number of buyers who have the power to purchase large quantities on 
their own. The following aspects are increasing the power of buyers:
• Low number of buyers who purchase a large portion of industry’s output
• Little or no costs to switch to another supplier
• High number of alternative products35 36
1.4.4 The threat of substitutes
A substitute product which is capable of satisfying similar customer needs can play a 
significant role in the decision process of the customer, and its appearance on the 
market can change the existing technologies and product offering on the market 
completely.37
1.4.5 Rivalry among existing competitors
“Competition among rivals is stimulated when one or more firms feel competitive 
pressure or when they  identify an opportunity to improve their market position.”38  Such 
situation creates enormous pressure on prices and services and highly limits the 
profitability of an industry.39  Price competition mostly occurs due to the following 
reasons:
• Equally balanced competitors cause intense rivalry; the higher number of 
incumbents, the higher the rivalry usually is.
• Slow industry growth limits resources used by companies for expansion
25
35 HOOLEY, G., Marketing Strategy and Competitive Positioning.
36 HITT, M.A., Strategic Management.
37 HOOLEY, G., Marketing Strategy and Competitive Positioning.
38 HITT, M.A., Strategic Management, s. 52. 
39 PORTER, M.E., The five competitive forces that shape strategy.
• High fixed or storage costs make pressure to stay on the market and in 
extreme cases even sell under the purchase price to stimulate the cash flow
• Diverse competitors can have other priorities on the market and can be 
difficult to estimate40
• “Exit barriers, the flip side of entry  barriers, arise because of such things as 
highly  specialized assets or management’s devotion to a particular business. 
These barriers keep companies in the market even though they may be 
earning low or negative returns. Excess capacity  remains in use, and the 
profitability of healthy competitors suffers as the sick ones hang on.”41
1.5 SLEPT analysis
The SLEPT analysis is often called a tool for the analysis of environmental changes. It 
can be used to evaluate the possible consequences of changes in the project which come 
from different spheres according to the following factors:
Social factors consist of demographic characteristics such as population, age structure, 
and geographical division together with the macroeconomic characteristics as the 
unemployment rate or employee availability.
Legal factors include the legislation factors of the country such as the commercial 
code, labour code or tax system. These factors are necessary to review to find the 
specifics of the country. Countries in the EU are harmonized with regard to the free 
movement of goods, services and people, which makes it easier for the EU 
entrepreneurs to settle on the market.
26
40 HOOLEY, G., Marketing Strategy and Competitive Positioning.
41 PORTER, M.E., The five competitive forces that shape strategy, s. 86.
Economic factors review the macroeconomic data such as inflation or the interest rate 
of the country and the availability of the financial resources together with lending rates 
and tax liabilities.
Political factors focus on the political situation in the country, especially  the rating of 
stability, the relationship to foreign investments and the political influence of various 
groups.
Technological factors provide an summary of the governmental support of research 
and development, new inventions, available technologies and the overall technological 
level of the country.
The SLEPT analysis represents a complex view on the environment of the state, region, 
district or municipality. It is based on the research of social, legal, economic (and 
ecological), political and technological factors. The SLEPT analysis is identical with the 
PEST analysis, only the sequence and number of factors is different.
27
2 ANALYTICAL PART
This chapter introduces the analyzed company and brings an overview of its structure, 
history and philosophy. Furthermore, the theoretical methods mentioned in the previous 
chapter are applied in the analysis in order to identify the market opportunities, the 
situation in the company and its possibilities in a broader context.
2.1 Company Scootland s.r.o.
2.1.1 History
The company  was founded by Hynek Přidal in 2005. At this time, there was generally 
very little information about how scooters work and how their performance can be 
improved. Scootland started with useful tips for end users, showed them what is inside 
the engine and through articles on its website (www.scootland.cz/jaknato) explained 
how the products on offer can be used to help the customers achieve a higher 
performance or longer life of their vehicles.
This has proved to be a good decision for the company since in the first  years the sales 
of its products were growing significantly. Following table shows the turnover levels 
among years 2005-2008.
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Chart 1: Sales volume in the years 2005-2007
In 2007 the shop in Brno moved to a new address and doubled it’s space from 70 to 200 
m2. At the same time the company also appeared on the Slovakian market (see further) 
and invested in the equipment. In 2008 a power tester was purchased in order to provide 
the customers with professional tuning services and shorten the working times. By the 
end of 2008, a decision was reached to open a shop  in capital city  of Czech Republic, 
Prague. The shop was opened in the spring of 2009 and started its first season. A year 
later it was obvious that  a mere shop without services is not enough, so in 2010 the shop 
moved to a new address with a fully  equipped service station including a second power 
tester.









In the last few years (2009,2010,2011) the growth has slowed down and the level of 
turnover stagnates around 10mil CZK/year (see following chart)
Chart 2: Sales volume in the years 2008-2010
The stagnation of the turnover is a serious issue of concern for the company. Some 
reasons why this occurred were identified: First of those reasons is the economical 
decline combined with conditions not suitable for the motorcycle business in 2010, the 
second and more serious one is a growing competition on the Czech market. As 
mentioned before, Scootland is strong in selling the added value as a company which 
knows what is good for a customer’s scooter. Therefore it is also possible to keep the 
margins on products relatively  high, which creates a chance for other companies to sell 
the same products for lower price. The existing competitors reacted by lowering the 
customer prices in order to get back the customer share and sell out excessive stock 








levels. New competition appeared as well, which brought the second dimension of the 
competition on the market, the cost advantage. Until 2009, the market was a field of no 
more than 3 main players (Scootland, Scooter-Tuning, Adventure-Biker), but with the 
growing usage of online selling trough the auction servers (Ebay, Aukro), a high 
pressure on the customer prices appeared. New competitors have found a way to the 
market by selling with a lower margin (approximately 15%) than the existing 
competitors who tend to keep  margins around 20-30%. As discussed in the following 
chapter, the cost advantage is not the only aspect of buying scooter parts which can be 
useful for the future adjustment of the company’s strategy.
2.1.3 Standardized product vs. differentiated selling
As discussed in the theoretical part, companies can build the strategy either on cost 
advantage or differentiation. However, scooter parts are a very specific commodity; the 
sales therefore consist of  2 types:
• Spare parts: highly standardized parts which keep  the scooter running, typical 
examples are variator belts, tires, plastic parts, batteries , etc.
• Tuning parts: parts which increase the performance of a scooter. The parts 
themselves are standardized products but their usage is not easy  and requires a 
deep knowledge of the parts and specific applications.
 If the seller is experienced in the field of scooter tuning, then he or she is able to help 
the customer with selecting the parts and the result of such a purchase can double or 
sometimes even triple the performance of the customer’s scooter. However, if the seller 
lacks such knowledge, he or she only  sells products that are offered for a particular 
model. In such case, the customer can spend quite a high amount for buying parts and 
the final performance of the scooter can be even lower than it was before. Know-how 
built up during many years of servicing and tuning scooters of all brands is a resource 
which the company can use and it will be further discussed in the value chain analysis.
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2.1.4 Presence on the Slovakian market
When searching for a new market, a company  has to evaluate which market is suitable 
for its existing strategy, or at least with one requires the least adjustments. If the 
similarity to the Czech market should be found, it is possible to explore such 
possibilities in the neighboring states. First, Germany and Austria are already strongly 
penetrated by distributors as a result of a long time of competition over the last decades. 
Therefore the company  rather focuses on other states such as Slovakia, Poland and 
Hungary. Among these states, the least complicated is obviously  the entry to Slovakia, 
first because of the distance (from the Scootland headquarters in Brno to Bratislava, the 
capital of Slovakia, it  is just 150 km), second because of a very  similar language which 
would allow the company to use the same software, processes and even employees for 
the time of launch.
Scootland has been present as a seller of scooter spare parts on the Slovakian market 
since 2007 when considerable amount of customers from Slovakia requested the 
delivery of the products to their country. The easiest and the most cost efficient way to 
do this was sending a car with the packages to the Slovakian post which is located 10 
kilometers behind the state border. From the post packages are further distributed to the 
end customer. Advantages and disadvantages are summarized in the following picture:
Picture 5: Advantages and disadvantages of contemporary presence on the Slovakian 
market
Advantages:
• No need for separate stock
• No need for employees
Disadvantages:
• Longer delivery time
• No physical presence on the 
market
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The non-presence on the market can be a limit for certain type of customers who are not 
friendly with online shopping and therefore find the company implausible. Such 
customers could be satisfied by a personal visit to the shop and the company could gain 
extra profit which at the moment stays in the hands of its competitors who are present 
on the market. Further, the company statistics42  for the Czech republic show over the 
last few years a trend of growing importance of the shops where the customers can 
come and personally  purchase the products. It also gives better opportunities to sell if 
the goods are on stock and the seller knows how to care for the customer. 
For the above mentioned reasons and because of the existing presence on the Slovakian 
market the company decided to enter this market. A further analysis will focus on 
Slovakia as the suitable place for the expansion of the Scootland company. 
2.2 Porters five forces analysis
The following analysis focuses on the Slovakian market and examines the 5 forces: 
competition, customers, suppliers, environment and substitutes. All the factors are 
sorted in the chapters in order corresponding with the theoretical background. 
2.2.1 Threat of new entrants
Supply-side economies of scale
 
The company  can use the advantage of an existing and reliable structure similar to the 
operation in the Czech Republic, which brings significant economies of scale. First, the 
margins from the suppliers are negotiated to be higher then those of its competitors 
because of the turnover that the company has on its home market. This sets up the way 
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42"  Internal company data of sales in the shops over the Czech republic.
to get the products into the country in case the Slovakian suppliers are not willing to 
offer the same margin. The transportation from Brno to Bratislava is very  quick and not 
costly. Furthermore, the company does not need to invest in the information system, it  is 
only necessary to make a few adjustments and use the connection of the two countries 
as the advantage for the customers who can see the stock levels online. 
Demand-side benefits of scale
There is an existing customer base in Slovakia which can be addressed by  the company. 
These customers can be approached at the moment of the entry with an offer of discount 
for the first purchase. Such action is not public and therefore can be even more 
appreciated by the existing customers who feel more important. The price reduction is 
not welcome; it  can trigger a price war with competition (as seen in the Czech 
Republic), what is more, lower prices endanger the profitability of the firm.
Customer switching costs
Switching costs of customers purchasing scooter spare parts are in fact zero since it 
does not matter where they order them. The cost  factor could be the cost  of shipping for 
one package which can affect the amount of small orders. Typically, the shipping has a 
significant influence on cheap spare parts and works as the protection of local sellers 
against cheaper competition. If a customer wants to purchase a part for 10 EUR and 
shopping by a local dealer costs 5 EUR, the disadvantage is on the side of the non-
domestic seller even if their internet price is 8 EUR, since the shipping costs 15 EUR. 
Capital requirements
When running an online store the capital requirements can be very  low, which is the 
situation of the company  at the moment. On the other hand, the investment into the 
inventory and service station can bring a considerable amount of customers who prefer 
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a personal approach. The experience from the shop in Prague can be listed as an 
example; whereas in the season without service the turnover of the shop was 1,231,472 
CZK, the season after (2010), when the service was running, it grew to 1,755,290 CZK 
out of which the part for service reached 190,000 CZK. The capital requirements for the 
service stations depend highly on equipment. However, the basic equipment is not 
enough for providing professional service. A purchase of the power tester should be 
considered. Having the power tester can also become a positive factor in advertising. 
The equipment of the shop itself is above all a question of preferences. The most 
significant expense is certainly the inventory, where the first investment is only the 
beginning and the inventory further grows in reaction to the demands of the market. The 
“hardware” equipment of the shop such as tables, computers, shelves , etc., constitute a 
further expense. The final budget and all expenses associated with moving are 
calculated in the recommendation part of the work.
Incumbency 
The incumbent competition can benefit from knowing the customers better and 
personally. Entering the market, Scootland will have to differentiate from existing 
competition and clearly show the differences. Support of the existing dealers is not 
expected on the side of the supplier; the market is small and several Slovakian 
companies purchase the goods abroad from suppliers who have no influence on the 
Slovakian market. What remains questionable is the physical position of the shop itself; 
generally, there are 2 ways with different results: The first one is to act mostly  as an 
online seller, which would mean renting a place outside the capital city; the advantage 
of this approach is lowering the running costs such as rent or salaries. The other 
approach assumes opening a shop  in Bratislava and focus more on personal sales and 
services.
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Unequal access to distribution channels 
For advertising, the company uses mainly Internet campaigns. Delivery of the goods is 
at the moment done by the Slovakian post but, for the future, a suitable delivery  service 
has to be found. Unequal access to such services is not expected under the assumed 
circumstances.
Restrictive government policy
Slovakia joined the EU on May 1, 2004. The foundation of a company is not a problem 
due to the EU free market regulation. The issue of entrepreneurship in Slovakia is 
further discussed in the chapter on the SLEPT analysis.
2.2.2 The power of suppliers
The portfolio of products sold consists of different brands with different specific 
suppliers. The main difference is between the original spare parts where “original” 
means produced by the scooter producers themselves. For example Yamaha offers a 
complete range of spare parts for its products. All the producers of original parts use 
their own distribution dealer network, which makes it hard for the new entrants to 
compete. Usually, the discount rate is very  limited and mostly does not exceed 10% 
margin. In practice, unauthorized sellers (like Scootland) buy such parts from the dealer 
and sell it further with extra margin, so there is a difference between the customer price 
offered by the official dealer who is cheaper, and an unofficial dealer, who can appear to 
be more expensive. Generally, the original spare parts producers tend to be completely 
independent of unauthorized private sellers.
A different situation occurs in the case of non-original parts. This group consists of 
spare parts and tuning parts. Spare parts represent the most profitable part of the 
business for the company  since it is a distributor of two main brands: RMS and MSP. 
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RMS is an Italian company offering a wide range of products for scooters. The business 
model of RMS is to have an official importer in each country of the EU who takes care 
of the market and sets the customer prices. These customer prices are set  up  as a fixed 
price and the importer is usually careful about the dealers who sell underpriced 
products. For the Slovakian market, the importer of the RMS products is the company 
Moped Slovakia. The second most  successful brand is MSP owned by the Hungarian 
compny Moped91. This brand is relatively young but very  aggressive in its export 
efforts. The pricing model is completely different  from most of other suppliers. The 
dealer gets a purchase price which depends on the total amount of the bought goods (the 
higher the volume, the higher the margin) and the end price is up to the market. This 
approach can in fact cause significant differences among the prices of the same product 
in different countries. Consequently, in markets with not too aggressive competition, the 
margin can be higher in order to obtain higher profit. However, the fact  that the 
offerings of some companies overlap with each other and a dealer selling both of these 
brands offers mostly same product twice for different prices can become problematic. 
The last group  to mention are the tuning parts. Basically, there are 3 most established 
brands on the market: Malossi, Stage6 and Polini. The greatest of them, Malossi, also 
has established importers in each country. The customer prices are set up by Malossi 
itself and there is a big pressure from the producer to keep the prices on the 
recommended level. Malossi is very successful with this strategy and shows that even 
on highly competitive markets such as Germany or Italy, the prices and consequently 
high margin can be kept to preserve a prestigious image of the brand and benefit the 
dealers who are selling those products. One case from 2010 proves how strictly  Malossi 
keeps this principle: the biggest importer in Germany (the greatest market for scooter 
parts in Europe), Scooter-Attack, started to lower the Malossi prices for customers by 
10-20%. After unsuccessful negotiations it was not possible to find a way to persuade 
this company to keep the recommended prices, so Malossi completely  stopped 
supplying this customer whose turnover reached millions of EUR. Malossi is a high 
quality brand with a relatively high margin for sellers. The second brand, Stage6, comes 
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from Germany and belong to the already mentioned Scooter-Attack. The brand is 
relatively young but benefits from great marketing efforts and a good brand image. 
Scooter-Attack has also authorized dealers in every country; in the Czech Republic this 
position is already occupied by  the company Scooter-tuning, the Slovakian market, 
however, does not have an exclusive importer. Scootland has already  started to purchase 
goods for the Slovakian market and prepares for the negotiations about exclusivity 
rights for Slovakia.
The following diagram shows the structure of product portfolio. Groups of products are 
in blue color, different brands in yellow: 
Picture 6: Division of product groups and brands
2.2.3 The power of buyers
The situation in the last few years in the Czech republic has shown that even though the 
customers do not buy in high volumes, their bargaining power can be relatively high. 
Not in the sense of a single customer bargaining for higher prices, but in the sense of an 
overall pressure on the sellers in adjusting the price level to the needs of the market. The 
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following statement shows how important this understanding is to the customers: 
“While economists see the market as a place where supply and demand meet, in the 
business world a market is usually  defined as a group of customers with similar 
needs.”43  Considering years of experience, it can be suggested that the company can 
identify the needs of Czech customers quite well. However, the behavior of the 
customers in Slovakia remains a question.  A considerable number of studies have been 
conducted on this topic. One of the most well known ones is the Hofstede study of 
nations which compares different states in terms of the perception of values. 
The following table comes from the research of Kolman et  al. who pointed out the 
differences in behavior among the Eastern European countries (Czech republic, Poland, 
Hungary and Slovakia). Considering the framework of Hofstede, the results have been 
quite surprising (for the conclusions of the research see Appendix 1).  
Table 1: Comparison of East European countries’ cultural dimensions
Country PDI IDV MAS UAI LTO
Czech republic 78 68 81 81 28
Slovakia 86 40 127 57 52
Hungary 74 59 102 89 59
Poland 62 55 87 85 45
Source: KOLMAN, L. Cross-cultural differences in Central Europe. s.80.
The values inducate quite high differences between the Czech Republic and Slovakia in 
behavior. First, the Czech Republic seems to be a more individualist  country while 
Slovakia appears to be rather collectivist. A high rate of uncertainty avoidance means 
that the Slovaks are more open to new ideas, which could seem to be a good point, 
together with the advertising of new improvements. A very high value of masculinity 
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indicated that Slovakia is a country  where the man makes decisions. Considering the 
customer group of Scootland, this value seem to be a positive factor on the market for 
this particular business. Very low long term orientation of the Czechs makes it  difficult 
for companies to keep  their customers since they tend to choose the best offer and do 
not care too much about being “faithful” to the existing supplier. Under these 
circumstances, it  seems that Slovakia should be even more suitable for the selected 
strategy than the home market of the Czech Republic. The company should consider 
providing a personalized customer care for the Slovakian market.
2.2.4 The threat of substitutes
The main question remains what the substitute is. Most importantly, a direct substitute 
for spare parts for scooters does not exist at  all. A different situation will arise if 
scooters as such can be substituted. The first kind of substitute is simply  a different 
means of transport such as public transport, car, bicycle, or just walking. The second 
substitute, which is getting important, can be electric scooters. A wide scale presence of 
electric scooters could change the business model of the Scootland company 
significantly, since the main part of the turnover consists of selling spare parts. The 
danger of electric scooters lies in their simple construction and a very low amount of 
parts of the vehicle. Recently, the company  has started cooperating with the energy 
distributor E.ON on the basis of servicing and distributing the electric scooters E-max. 
By this step, the company wants to ensure that if the market is full of electric scooters, 
Scootland will still be the service point and official distributor of spare parts. 
2.2.5 Competitors
Entering the Slovakian market will mean facing the existing competition. The main 
competitors are listed in the table below. It  is interesting to note that in Slovakia, there 
are many companies who do not have an Internet  presentation yet. In contrast to the 
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Slovakian e-shops, the Scootland website offers a wide range of products with a much 
more intuitive sorting. The following table shows the overview of main competitors on 
Slovakian market:






Importer of RMS and Malossi, 
company directly focused on 
scooters and scooter tuning. At 
the time the biggest scooter 
company in Slovakia.
Due Fratelli http://www.duefratelli.sk/ Focused not only on scooters but 
also on motorcycles. This could 
be the weakness to use.
 Mirotechna http://mirotechna.sk/
nahradne%20diely.html
Small distributor, on the webpage 
compares not actual prices with 
Scootland. No eshop.






E-shop with complicated sorting, 




Low number of items in offer, 
very complicated sorting
The main competitor of Scootland seems to be the company Moped Slovakia who is the 
importer or RMS and Malossi for the Slovakian market. This company will have to be 
contacted from Scootland in the matter of supplying the goods by RMS and Malossi 
brands. This situation illustrates the paradox of two companies being competitors and 
business partners at the same time. An identical situation arises in the Czech Republic 
between Scootland and Scooter-Tuning, the importer of Stage6 and Motoforce. The 
question remains how the incumbent companies are going to react to the newcomer to 
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the market. There is a real danger of a price war after the company enters the market. 
The Slovakian customers tend to search for the lowest possible price, which could make 
the application of the differentiation strategy more difficult and, in case of lowering the 
prices, also weaken the position of Scootland.
2.3 Value chain analysis
This chapter examines the value chain of Scootland s.r.o. The following analysis is a 
result of the observation of the company and interviews with its employees and 
customers. Every  aspect is rated as superior, equivalent or inferior relative to the 
competition. This evaluation helps to identify the competitive advantage of the 
company.
2.3.1 Primary activities
Inbound logistics and operations
The inbound logistics is the hot topic of the years 2010 and 2011. The company  uses a 
full version of the email client  Gmail for administrating the orders. This solution 
enables a very fast fulltext search as well as labeling the emails and orders according to 
the set processes. This has proved to be a useful tool for the order processing. What can 
prove problematic is the connection of the inventory and invoicing system Pohoda and 
the e-shop system. At the moment, the script is running on the main computer and 
exports the inventory level to the website and subsequently shows the values on-line at 
www.scootland.cz. The orders coming from the e-shop are imported to the Pohoda 
system through the email client and further processed; this mostly concerns the 
incomplete orders that are waiting for the supply of the missing parts. The Pohoda 
system was chosen because the same system was used for the accounting of the 
company and in the year 2007 the inventory management functions were fully 
sufficient. With growing amounts of inventory and orders, the limits of the system 
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became apparent and, at the moment, the inventory system is a problematic issue in the 
workflow of the company. The most common problems are frequent  errors on the 
inventory level which signalizes the parts on stock that are not there and vice versa. 
Furthermore, there is no possible way to identify the waiting orders. The processing of 
orders is illustrated in following graph:
Picture 7: Current order processing
The sequence of steps is listed below, the activity of the operator is in brackets:
1) A customer orders a part with the code 123
2) The order is accepted (the operator detects that the part is not on stock)
3) The part is ordered (the operator types 123 in the order sheet and sends the 
order to the supplier)
4) The part is delivered (the operator types 123 when the part enters the 
warehouse)
Customer orders on 
Eshop
Sales 
accept the order 
(Gmail)






5) The part is marked as received by the supplier (the operator types 123 and 
marks the part in the order list)
6) According to the code of the part, a waiting order is found (the operators types 
123 in Gmail)
7) The part is reserved for the customer (the operator types 123 to release the 
inventory)
8) The invoice is printed and the package is sent to the customer
As it was described, the operator had to type the same code 5 times, which is not only 
time consuming but also increases the possibility of a mistake caused by the human 
factor during the process. This process is a result of compromising between separate 
information systems (Gmail, Pohoda, orders for suppliers) and is perceived as too 
complicated by the employees. This is why the company has started to invest into the 
development of its own information system based on the Filemaker44  platform. This 
system will connect the inventory  system and the orders from the suppliers and will be 
internally connected with the Gmail client. The result  is a simplification of orders 
processing, savings of the operator’s time (enabling him or her to focus more on the 




Picture 8: Order processing under the new information system
The sequence of steps is listed below, the activity of the operator is in brackets:
1) The customer orders a part with the code 123
2) The order is accepted by the operator and imported to the information system 
(IS)
3) The IS checks the availability of the part; if it  is not on stock, it is ordered from 
a relevant supplier
4) The part arrives from the supplier, the operator clicks at the list  of parts which 
are ordered to mark the parts that arrived, at the same moment the item 
disappears from the order list. Further, IS shows a list of orders waiting for 
those parts and the operator can simply finish the orders by printing the invoice
5) The ordered part is sent to the customer
Customer orders on 
Eshop
Sales 





As described above, the number of times the code must be retyped is reduced under the 
new process  from 5 to 0. The time saving is significant since the operator does not have 
to check whether the part is on stock and where (this is monitored automatically) and 
does not have to know from which supplier the part should be ordered. 
The new information system shall be launched in October/November 2011 and the 
effects are going to be evaluated in the season of 2012. Because of the unsuitable 
process management the rate of inbound logistics is inferior at the moment; however, 
soon (since 2012) it will become superior.
Outbound logistics
There are 2 ways in which the customer can purchase the products on offer: 1) online 
(with delivery  to a specified address), 2) personally in the shop. Both of the selling 
possibilities would benefit from some improvement. The main criticism addresses the 
packaging of products. Most of the products come packed in an original box or blister 
by the producers. Scootland, the seller, purchases and further sells such products. The 
products shipped to the customers are packed in brown carton boxes and taped over by  a 
tape with a Scootland logo. Inside the package, there is the invoice and, usually, a 
sticker, a small gift for customers. Customers who are coming for the products 
personally do not receive a bag at the moment and there is no company branding on the 
products at all. The packaging of the product  significantly  influences the overall image 
of the company 45, therefore improvements should be made. The packages for online 
buyers are shipped by the transport company PPL in the Czech republic, and by the 
Slovakian post  in Slovakia. The services of PPL include a telephone notice on the day 
of delivery, what is more, customers can pay  for the purchase by  credit card. The 
Slovakian post is quite limited in the services offered and for the presence in Slovakia, 
using another transport company should be considered.
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Under the existing circumstances, the rate is equivalent to the competition. The 
company provides standard services with no extra value in terms of outbound logistics.
Market and sales
The website of the company has been recognized as the main communication channel to 
the customers. The company invests into Internet advertising, mainly on the search 
engines Seznam.cz and Google. The problem of the printed of radio advertising is the 
coverage of the whole population, only one percent of whom are potential customers. 
On the contrary, on the search engines aiming the target group (such as the people who 
are searching for a solution of a problem with their scooter) is ensured and the 
customers are persuaded through the “how to” advice section to purchase the products. 
Recently, the Google AdWords has been tested and results have been more than 
satisfactory.
A further sales effort comes from the sellers in the shops who have a direct contact with 
the customers. This issue is examined in the chapter Human resource in the support 
activities part of the analysis.
The rate of services is superior. The website can, in the long term, attract many of the 
potential customers, and experienced sales forces can provide the customers with the 
best care and know-how available on the market.
2.3.2 Support activities
Procurement
Purchases are, like in most small firms, done directly  by the management. The company 
is highly  dependent  on the information technologies and Internet connections. Every 
shop  has to have an access to the Internet from 2 different  providers; in case the main 
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provider has problems and the Internet connection does not work, it is switched to the 
second provider. As far as the second connection is concerned, the Internet tariff from 
U-Fon has been chosen mainly thanks to the cost effectiveness, since the company  pays 
only for the time connected which during some months amounts to 0 minutes. Further 
decision stood out with application of the Information system based on the Filemaker 
platform. As the filemaker is developed mainly  for the Apple operation systems (but can 
be used in Windows though), it will be necessary to start  with a change of hardware 
carried out by October/November 2011.
The rate of procurement is equivalent to the competition; the company does not use any 
special methods for saving the costs.
Technological development
The company  is highly dependent on 2 factors based on technology, its website and 
Information system. The website was initially  developed by a Swiss company Klokan 
technologies which at the moment is the webmaster. At the end of 2010, a cooperation 
started with a private entrepreneur, Mr. Oldrich Vykydal (www.oldrichvykydal.cz), who 
is in charge of the development of the Information system and the maintenance of the 
website. The company has an ambition to become the leader of information 
technologies among the scooter parts selling companies, and sees the future in 
connecting the website with other services such as service stations, so that the customer 
can see the progress of his scooter’s repair as well as the parts used. The ration of 
investment in information technologies is considerably high in the company, 
approximately 30% of the total profit. 
The rate of the technological development of the company is high thanks to innovative 
ideas that has been already implemented and high investments which ensure further 




The philosophy of the company concerning human resources is employing a low 
number of quality people and benefit  the more rather than having a surplus of 
unprofessional workforce. Therefore there are less employees but the company  invests 
in their further education and tries to find a way to motivate them for a better 
performance. In 2011, the training of the sellers has been undertaken with the support of 
the company Business Success. This training has proved to be successful since the 
turnover in both shops (Prague and Brno) was higher in 2011 than in the previous years. 
One of the employees is supported in university studies to become a Bachelor of 
Marketing. A very  important part of the partnership (the word “employment” is 
deliberately  avoided) between the employer and employee is motivation. Every shop 
has its own manager who is responsible for all operations; furthermore, there are 
financial incentives for the employees - their salary is dependent on the turnover of the 
subsidiary where they are working, which increases their responsibility and motivates 
them to sell more to the customers. There are also financial bonuses for every scooter 
sold. The company  started a project of rewarding ideas for improvements so that the 
employees can suggest an idea to improve the process or relationship to the customers. 
In case this improvement is used, the employee is financially  rewarded for a good idea. 
For a small company, a friendly atmosphere in the team is essential for successful 
cooperation and creates a favorable picture of the company in the eyes of its customers 
who perceive it  as a “good place to work.” The selection of employees is quite 
individual, depending on the position offered. The company tries to keep  good 
relationships with the employees, therefore the fluctuation of employees is very low. 
Accepting a new member of the team is a question of a collective decision made during 
the trial period. A new job is advertised through the website or by placing a flyer 
directly  in the shop. This ensures the employment of people with knowledge about 
scooters, already friendly with the company in the role of customers.  Up untill now, all 
employees have been found at the customer base.
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The rate of human resource management is superior; the company does really  care 
about the employees and provides them with financial and non-financial incentives to 
work on their personal growth as well as that of the company.
Firm infrastructure
Scootland is a typical family company with a very  flat structure. The accounting is done 
by Mrs. Přidalová, who is a formal employee of the company. Mr. Hynek Přidal is the 
owner of the company responsible for the planning and its future direction, forming 
strategic targets and setting the processes in the company. It is necessary to mention that 
most of the changes are discussed among the employees and the management and the 
final decisions are based on agreement on the critical points. The company  also uses the 
good relationship  with its suppliers and “friends” to further promote its activities. A 
good relationship  has been maintained with the motorcycle association of the Czech 
Republic and the servers Auto.cz and Skutrmania.cz, who are open to any kind of 
cooperation. It  has been proved that such relationships have become very  useful for 
promoting news or special offers.
The rate of firm infrastructure is equivalent to the competition.
Result
The result of the rating is can be seen in the following table. The analysis has shown 
that the strengths of the company lie in the service performed through its employees. 
Further improvement can be useful in the field of operations and logistics which can be 
considered the weak points at the moment. The first  step to improve the situation is the 
creation of a new information system; however, afterwards it will be necessary to adjust 
the corresponding processes. Further investment should also be directed to the 
marketing efforts and the maintenance of the website in order to keep it  as a source of 
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new customers and an information interface for the communication with the existing 
ones.
Table 3: Rating of primary and secondary activities
2.4 SLEPT Analysis
Slovakia as a sovereign state from 1993 has very similar historical background to Czech 
republic. However, there are some specifications to the country, which are subject of 
following SLEPT analysis
2.4.1 Social factors
Social factors can be divided into 3 groups including demographic factors, job market 
characteristics and social-cultural aspects
2.4.1.1 Demographic factors
Population:  5,477,038
Age structure:  15-64 years: 71.6% (male 1,955,031/female 1,965,554)
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Ethnic groups:  Slovak 85.8%, Hungarian 9.7%, Roma 1.7%, Ruthenian/
Ukrainian 1%, other    and unspecified 1.8%
Languages:   Slovak (official) 83.9%, Hungarian 10.7%, Roma 1.8%, 
Ukrainian 1%, other    or unspecified 2.6%46
2.4.1.2 Job market characteristics
Unemployment rate:   13,9% (2011)47
Labor force:   2.673 million (2010 est.)48
2.4.1.3 Social-cultural aspects
Population below poverty line: 11% (2011)49
2.4.2 Legal factors
When setting up a business in Slovakia it is important to be familiar mainly with:
• The legal system, especially the laws and regulations affecting business, 
• The tax, national insurance and VAT (value added tax) systems, health and 
safety regulations
• Environmental considerations, licensing and intellectual property  including 
patents, copyright and trademarks.
Considering the legal issues, it is fairly  simple for Czech entrepreneurs to enter the 
Slovakian market thanks to very similar business practices and legislation.
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46  Central Intelligence Agency, The world factbook.
47 Eurostat. Detailed statistics on the EU and candidate countries, and various statistical 
publications    for sale. 
48 Index Mundi - country facts.
49 Eurostat. Income and Living conditions in Europe.
2.4.2.1 The commercial code
All types of business entities must be registered in the Slovak Commercial Register. 
According to the Commercial Code, unfair competition is prohibited.
Legal forms concern joint-stock company (akciová spoločnosť, a.s.), limited liability 
company (spoločnosť s ručením obmedzeným, s.r.o.), limited partnership (komanditná 
spoločnosť, k.s.), general partnership (verejná obchodná spoločnosť, v.o.s.), co-
operative (družstvo), form which the limited liability company would probably be the 
most relevant.
The Slovak law does not limit the activities of enterprises or branch offices of foreign 
companies. However, these offices must list their planned activities in their application 
for entry in the Commercial Register. Foreigners may establish both joint ventures and 
wholly owned subsidiaries in Slovakia. Entrepreneurship  in Slovakia is being instituted 
also by the Trades Licensing Act.
2.4.2.2 The Labor code
All employees must be registered by the labor and tax authorities. The employment of 
foreigners is possible – since 1 May 2004, the EU members do not need a work permit 
while other foreigners are usually required to obtain work permits issued by a local 
labor authority. An employment contract must include the following points:
• The type of work for which the employee was accepted (job title) and a brief 
description of the position (job description)
• The place of work
• The day of commencement of work
• Remuneration, unless agreed in a collective agreement
• Payment terms
• Working hours
• Duration of paid holiday
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• Length of notice period 50
2.4.2.3 Social security and health insurance
The amount of social insurance contribution that is paid by  employers and employees 
equals a specified percentage of the gross monthly  income of the employee up to a limit 
which varies according to the kind of insurance. Voluntary health insurance is available 
for the Slovak citizens with a permanent residence for whom health insurance is not 
obligatory.
The total amount of contribution for the employee is 13.4 % paid by the employee and 
25.2 % paid by the employer for the year 2011. The obligatory  contributions for a self-
employed person are, in sum, 33.15 %. The comparison of Czech and Slovakian 
contributions is provided in Appendix 2.
2.4.2.4 Taxation
The Slovak tax system comprises the following taxes: income taxes (personal and 
corporate income tax), value added tax (VAT), excise duties, real estate tax, motor 
vehicles tax, municipal taxes and stamp duties.
Since 1st January 2004, Slovak tax residents are subject to corporate income tax. Tax 
nonresidents are subject to tax only on the basis of their Slovak income51. Under the 
Slovak law, a flat tax rate is applicable – personal and corporate income tax is charged 
at a 19% flat  rate. The value added tax rate is 19% as well and is applied to all taxable 
supplies performed by the VAT-payers except for specific goods such as pharmaceutical 
products (a rate of 10%).
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50 Peterka & Partners, Doing Business in Slovakia. 
51 Peterka & Partners, Doing Business in Slovakia.
The motor vehicle tax is imposed on vehicles used only for business purposes. The tax 
treatment is fully compliant with the EU Directives. Currently, Slovakia has tax treaties 
with about 50 countries.
2.4.2.5 International agreements
• The European Union (EU) and the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) 
• The Central Europe Free Trade Association (CEFTA) - with Hungary, Poland, 
the Czech Republic, Slovenia, Bulgaria and Romania
2.4.3 Economic factors
Economic factors can be divided into 2 groups – macroeconomics evaluation and 
capital availability.
2.4.3.1 Macroeconomics evaluation
Inflation rate: 3,6% (CPI)52
Interest rate: 1,5% 53
Imports: 48,653.5 mil. EUR54
Exports: 48,791 mil. EUR55
GDP growth: 4%56
Currency: on 1st January 2009 Euro was adopted
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52 Inflation.eu : worldwide inflation data.
53 Tradingeconomics.com, Slovakia Interest Rate.
54 Statistical office of the Slovak republic, Foreign trade detailed data in 2010.
55 Statistical office of the Slovak republic, Foreign trade detailed data in 2010.
56 Statistical office of the Slovak republic, Gross domestic product in the 4th quarter of 
2010 and in 2010.
2.4.3.2 Capital availability
There are 16 banks in Slovakia and the central bank Národná banka Slovenska, which 
supervise the bank system. The marginal lending facility fixed rate is 2,25%, the main 
refinancing operation is at 1,50%, and the deposit facility is 0,75%.57
2.4.4 Political factors
Official name:    Slovak Republic (1st January 1993)
Capital city:    Bratislava (428,672 inhabitants)
Territorial division:  8 higher-tier territorial units; 8 regions (Bratislava, Trnava, 
Nitra,      Trenčín, Žilina, Banská Bystrica, Prešov, Košice); 79 
districts
Neighboring countries: Czech Republic, Poland, Ukraine, Hungary, Austria
Slovakia is a parliamentary democracy. Latest presidential election (direct vote) 
proceeded in 2009 and latest  parliamentary election in 2010. It is a member of several 
international organizations, e.g. EU, NATO, UN, UNESCO, OECD, OBSE, CERN, 
WHO, INTERPOL , etc. The government coalition as of July 2010 consists of SDKU 
(Democratic and Christian union), KDH (Křesťanskodemokratické hnutí), Most-Híd 
and SaS. 
Slovakia imposes only  few restrictions on foreign-owned companies and there are no 
limitations on the free flow of capital. Direct state aid is available to create jobs and 
retrain employees.
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57 Národná banka slovenska, Úrokové sadzby.
2.4.5 Technological factors
The technological factor is determined by the development of technologies, the Internet, 
communication savings, the lowering of costs of maintenance, and by  the influence of 
the transfer of technologies as well as by innovations.
2.4.5.1 Higher education
University  students comprise 12% of the entire population. About 84% of the university 
graduates in working age are employed. The labor market survey  indicates a shortage of 
technical graduates in practice (the European Association of Universities - EUA).
2.4.5.2 Research and Development
Slovakia occupies the 26th place in both Government budget appropriations or outlays 
on R&D and gross domestic expenditure on R&D with less than one-third of the EU 
averages.
2.5 SWOT analysis
The purpose of the SWOT analysis is to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the 
company and the opportunities and threats it  has to face. If the company should be 
successful, it is essential to use the strengths and try to avoid the weaknesses. The 
following analysis is based on the previous experience and trends the company has been 
witnessing with regard to the Slovakian market since 2007.
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2.5.1 Strengths
• The very first strength is definitely the language. Since the company had a hard 
time administrating two separate websites in two languages, at present there is 
a “.sk” version of the company website, but actually it  is still the same Czech 
site with only one piece of different information – shipping and currency 
conversion.
• Among other strengths of the company  are the gained experience, know how, 
and strong position on the domestic Czech market, which makes the process of 
setting up a similar position in Slovakia easier and less stressful.
•  Lastly, the company already provides the customers with professional service, 
customer service and useful information on its website, which brings new 
customers and keeps the current ones satisfied.
2.5.2 Weaknesses
• Although the language is not  an issue, a different currency always is. The Euro 
itself is rather a threat than weakness but the problem is that the website cannot 
convert the prices from CZK into EUR, which certainly is inconvenient for the 
customers, especially the potential ones.
• The prices of products are in general higher than the prices of the company’s 
competitors. This is the cost of better service and customer relations provided, 
which based on the experience of the company plays a significant role.
• Some specific parts, mainly from Italian and French suppliers (Aprilia, 
Peugeot), tent to take longer to be delivered.
2.5.3 Opportunities
• It would be possible to satisfy the needs of the Slovakian customers more 
effectively if a subsidiary was set up directly in Slovakia. So far, the company 
has been taking orders from the target  market, but what is problematic is that 
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customers have to be more patient with the shipping as it takes longer. Having 
a place in Slovakia should raise the customer satisfaction by having parts on 
stock or directly available in a significantly  shorter time. The presence on the 
market would also raise the credibility of the company since it would become a 
real Slovakian company and not just shipping from abroad.
• Another opportunity is the wholesale program for mechanics and smaller 
dealers. This is a market where the company  is not  present in the Czech 
Republic while Slovakia offers significantly  more open environment for this 
kind of activity.
2.5.4 Threats
• The scooter spare parts business is strongly dependent on the seasons of the 
year. As indicated further, the revenues differ throughout the year. The data 
show the sales of online orders in the Czech Republic since 2010.
Chart 3: Monthly levels of online sales in the Czech Republic, 2010
• To be able to provide professional care, the company is limited in using part-
time or seasonal workers. These workers might not have the necessary 
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knowledge, experience and motivation, which could be reflected in the quality 
of customer services; this could have a disastrous affect the business in 
Slovakia.
• The company needs workers who are representative and create a great 
reputation throughout the target group and even beyond. These are going to be 
the difficulties when looking for employees.
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3 RECOMMENDATION PART
As was mentioned in the theoretical part, to keep the competitive advantage a company 
should focus either on the cost advantage or on differentiation. Both of these would be 
possible to apply  to the existing market since Scootland has a very strong position in the 
Czech Republic as a buyer from its suppliers, therefore it can get under the purchasing 
price of its cheaper competition. In the long-term perspective, this price war is not 
preferred, mainly  because from the beginning the philosophy of company has been to 
provide the customers with extra value, such as the recommendation of proven 
products, help with the setup  or specialized and fully equipped service stations. 
Therefore differentiation has been chosen as a strategy, first for its long-term focus and 
second for its alignment with the company philosophy.
The recommendation part is divided into 9 chapters, covering different aspects of the 
market entry with regard to the conducted analysis. These chapters are:
1. A place for subsidiary
2. Strategy adjustment
3. Adjustment of the webpage
4. Adjustment of internal system
5. Human resources





3.1 A place for subsidiary
Perhaps the most suitable place where to create a subsidiary is Bratislava. The following 
table shows that Bratislava is the place number one regarding visits and revenues.  The 
data are related to the 1-year period between 15.7.2010 and 15.7.2011.
Table 4: The revenues according to cities on Slovakian market 
Source: Google Analytics (accessible under login).
The company has an advantage thanks to the previous experience of moving a shop in 
Brno and setting up  a new one in Prague. This makes it possible to precisely plan the 
whole process, use the previous suppliers of equipment and therefore reduce the extra 
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costs raised by mistakes made before. First, the concept of the business has to be 
discussed and evaluated. Regarding this issue, two directions are emerging; the first of 
these is to act as an online and wholesale seller. This position has the advantage of 
reducing the costs for a place where the company is located since it does not have to be 
situated in a location attractive for the end customers. The second way is to focus on the 
end customers in Bratislava and therefore find a location that is accessible easily. This 
will result in higher costs for the monthly rent.
As experienced in Prague and Brno, the company will try to find a compromise between 
these two strategies. The shop can be based in the outer parts of the city  since most 
customers are coming by car or by scooter. Furthermore, this place needs to be suitable 
for the service and have enough space for the inventory. The third factor is accessibility; 
the shops in the Czech Republic are located very close to the highway, which makes 
supplying less time-consuming. The company uses a car as a means of supplying very 
often, so this factor is fairly important for practical use.
The second issue concerns the equipment. The company uses a similar kind of 
equipment (a table to serve the customers in blue-orange color). This table has to be 
produced directly according to the size of the shop  and this production takes altogether 
1,5-2 months. Furthermore, the stock facility has to be planned and prepared, as well as 
the service station where the order of the special equipment takes also about 1-2 
months.
3.2 Strategy adjustment
Considering the above-mentioned analysis it will be possible to apply a similar strategy 
used in the Czech Republic for the Slovakian market. It  will focus on the strengths of 
the company, which are perfect service for the customers, professional knowledge about 
the products sold, fast delivery  and sophisticated website. It will be necessary to work 
from the beginning on the aspects that are comparable with the competition to get to a 
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superior level. The company should focus more on the corporate identity in the sense of 
branding and packaging the products. If the customers are paying extra premium 
compared to the competition, they should experience a feeling of receiving a great 
service from the very beginning till the end of the purchase. The Slovakian subsidiary 
will also secure the webshop administration and management of the online orders.
Wholesale
The presence on Slovakian market  brings the opportunity of wholesale, which means 
not supplying the existing competition but taking over smaller services or sellers. To do 
this, the company can advertise its possibility  to deliver fast, which is especially in the 
summer season a very  convincing argument for the customers, since having the parts 
fast is usually more important than a few more percent of discount rate. For the 
wholesale program adjustments of the webshop, an information system has to be done, 
which is the subject of the next chapter. 
3.3 Adjustment of webpage
The website adjustment is divided into two steps:
1) For a successful startup  and acquiring a new customer base, the company will have 
to act as a 100% Slovakian company. This includes the translation of the complete 
texts of the website into the Slovakian language. This job should be done already 
some time before the main entry of the company on the market. What remains 
questionable is the issue of the connection of the offers in both countries. For 
practical reasons, it would be easier to keep one database of the products that would 
respect the same codes. Such system will need adjustments of the administrator 
platform for two language mutations. It is expected that the product range and 
product database will be maintained from the headquarters of the company  in Brno 
and on the Slovakian side it will only  be needed to translate the name and description 
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of the product. There should also be the possibility to change the delivery dates 
according to the suppliers.
2) Running a platform for the wholesale and private customers. With this platform, it 
should be possible to register at  the website. Again, the administration interface has 
to make it possible to set up the discount rates to the dealers. Further adjustments of 
the discount rates should run automatically  according to the amount of purchased 
goods. The database of customers will also enable the company to extend the 
possibilities for end customers since it will be easier to track their purchases, and 
reward them with discount codes for the next purchase which will have the value of 
1-3% of the previous purchase. Such rewards attract customers to buy  again at the 
same supplier and are widely  used by many Internet sellers. This step is fairly 
complicated to perform and is related to the reconstruction of the whole webshop 
system, which will not be ready before the opening of the subsidiary and should be a 
subject of continuous development resulting in the finishing of the service 
approximately a year after the entry.
3.4 Adjustment of internal system
Not only  the webshop platform but also the internal system will have to be transformed. 
In this case, there will be no need of translation since the system is used only  by the 
employees, not the end customers, and the languages are very similar. The adjustment 
has to deal mainly with logistic issues between the stocks, since it  will be necessary to 
define the procedure for ordering in case the product is on stock the Czech Republic and 
also at the Slovakian supplier. Consequently, the subject of the supplier will have to be 
extended, since at the moment there is only one possible supplier. In the case of the 
Slovakian subsidiary there will exist a Slovakian supplier for the product, but also a 
possibility to order such product from the stocks that are in Brno or Prague in the Czech 
Republic. Such adjustment is estimated to take approximately 1 month of planning of 
the processes and 1 month of the main adjustments on the side of the developer and 
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further testing. Therefore, it is necessary to start with the adjustment about 3-4 months 
before the company enters the market.
3.5 Human resources
The human resources are a very important issue as well. Again, there are 2 ways to 
tackle it, the first one is to send one of the existing employees to run the subsidiary. This 
has the advantage of a highly experienced person. On the other hand, it will cause a 
shortage at the previous place where this person was working. What is more, the Czech 
language might not seem familiar to the end customers who could perceive the company 
as foreign and strange. What the company needs to do is to be perceived as domestic by 
the Slovakian customers. 
The second solution is to search for an ideal person directly in Slovakia. This would 
include an additional search process and, in the first  few months, also training in Brno. 
In this case, it  is necessary to calculate with extra costs on temporary accommodation 
for this employee. After the training, the new employee would start to run the shop by 
himself or herself under the supervision of some member of the existing team. 
Such a solution would bring a native speaking specialist to the customers and the 
company would benefit  from the additional value of the person’s knowledge of the 
Slovakian market and the habits of the customers. The easiest way is to search among 
the existing customers in Slovakia in the way it  is usual in the Czech Republic. A 
member of the Scootland team has to be a scooter enthusiast, which is the main 
requirement for the position. Furthermore, the company is running an education 
program for the sales representatives who are present in the shops; this is done 
externally by the company Business Success. It  would be beneficial if the new 
employee, who should become a sales person, also took part in the course for sellers. 
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It will also be necessary  to find a person who will be in charge of the translation of the 
website. An ideal candidate is again somebody  from the existing customer base; a 
student who has the time and energy  for this work and whose writing will contain very 
little grammatical mistakes. For this purpose, a language test will have to be passed to 
ensure that the candidate is qualified for this kind of work.
3.6 Promotion on the Slovakian market
The company will focus mainly on the Internet advertisement. For the Slovakian 
market, the main focus will be on fulltext optimizations, which includes a professional 
translation of the keywords into the Slovakian language. The company will also invest 
in a Google AdWords campaign and a local search engine www.zoznam.sk. The budget 
for the Internet campaigns can be kept under 1000 EUR/year which is also a price 
comparable to the same promotion activities in the home country. 
Further investments will include a flyer campaign about the opening of the shop in 
Bratislava. This type of campaign has already proved very successful in Prague where it 
was used to promote the newly  opened shop. The principle lies in the distribution of 
flyers with the address of the shop and a voucher for a discount of some amount of 
money  (in Slovakia this could be for example 5EUR). If a customer comes to the shop 
and purchases the goods, the 5 EUR will be discounted from his or her order. The 
strength of this campaign is that these flyers are delivered by a driver who is cruising 
the city and leaves the flyers on the scooters that are parked in the streets of the city. 
The costs are also very transparent  since the company can control how many of such 
flyers are distributed and can also limit the validity  of the flyer to 1-2 months. The 
second part of the flyer campaign will be informative, starting approximately half a year 
before the opening of the shop and informing that from a certain date Scootland will be 
present in Slovakia; a list of services that will be provided will also be included.
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The last way of promotion is the participation at the Motocykl trade fair, which takes 
place in Bratislava. Such a participation is very costly (a small stand costs around 6,000 
EUR for the fair) so this possibility  has to be evaluated very carefully. As this fair is 
strongly visited by mechanics and by the owners of motorcycle services, it would be 
good to be present when there is a platform prepared for the wholesale program. Before 
this necessary milestone it would be senseless to invest this amount into a very short-
lasting promotion and the budget could be used for some campaign that supports the 
purchases of the existing customer base.
3.7 Legal issues
The legal form of the company is suggested to be limited liability company  (spoločnosť 
s ručením obmedzeným, s.r.o.). Furthermore, it is necessary to register the company  for 
tax liability (VAT, income tax) and register as an employer for social and health 
insurance contributions. A procedure of registration as a limited liability company takes 
approximately 2 weeks. 
3.8 Timetable
It is likely that the wholesale program will appear about one year after Scootland 
entering the Slovakian market. The company will already be present on the market and 
many of the potential customers will already  know about it. The negative side is that if 
the wholesale customers enroll before the system is done, the company  will have to 
react either by  selling for the full price or apply some temporary  system, which is not 
completely suitable for this purpose. 
The graphic design of the timetable is available as Attachment 3. It is suggested as the 
summary of the activities necessary for the market entry of the company, which is 
planned for the years 2012 and 2013.
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3.9 Budget calculations
Following table estimates the costs of setting up subsidiary in Bratislava.












Interior (table for seller)
Other equipment




















Total Planned Expenses €28,000
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The costs of running the subsidiary on the monthly basis are shown as well. The rent of 
1000EUR/month is taken into account as well as the salaries of the staff. 












Total Monthly Expenses €4,125
The annual budget shows the balance by the end of the specific year. In the second and 
third year, the salary of 2 mechanics is calculated. The number shown is the gross profit, 
which is the subject of a tax liability. The net profit from the sales is calculated as an 
average margin of 25% from the turnover of 100,000 in the first year and 160,000,-EUR 
and 250,000,-EUR in second and third year of the presence at the market. A revenue of 
5% from the turnover belongs to Klokan technologies for the development and 
maintenance of the webshop system. 
Table 7: Estimated annual budget for 2013, 2014, 2015













Total (gross profit) -€36,750 €10,900 €32,275
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In the following chart, the values from the table 7 are shown to illustrate the 
development of the relationship between costs and revenues.
Chart 4: Graphic illustration of the revenues estimation
The budget calculations have shown that  the project starts to be profitable after the 3rd 
year of presence on the market. For the first  year, a capital of approximately 80,000 
EUR will have to be secured, from this amount 40,000 EUR is the inventory for the 
shop  and the rest are startup costs which should be covered from the company reserves. 
The way of improving the cash flow would be to lease the power tester and tools for 
service and consequently split the high purchase costs into several years of the project. 
If the company does not have enough reserves, it is possible to start only  the shop with 
the service following only a year later, which it has been done in Prague. This would 
lower the initial startup costs in the first year and further investments could be already 














There are several ways for a company to deal with a stagnation of sales. As mentioned 
above, the first one is a strategy of differentiation from the competition. In this issue, 
Scootland has to invest more effort into bringing an added value to customers through 
its information channels and clearly  explain why  the customers should prefer to buy 
there and not order cheaper products from the competition. 
The second approach is cutting of the running costs. The company sees a space for 
savings in optimizing the internal processes. This should result in significant time 
savings in processing of the orders, which will give more time for sales to take care of 
potential customers and raise the quality of the communication with end customers. A 
new internal system is being developed and is estimated to be finished in October 2011.
The last way  to improve stagnating sales is finding new markets. It is becoming obvious 
that the Czech market is penetrated with distributors of scooter spare parts and a further 
growth of sales will be the result of taking the customers from the competitors. One way 
to secure further growth is to look for new markets where to operate. From the neighbor 
countries with similar characteristics, Slovakia has been chosen mainly because of the 
physical distance, the similarity of language and similarities in the legislation regarding 
entrepreneurship  in both countries. Furthermore, the company is already  present on the 
market and has a considerable customer base, which secures at least a minimal turnover 
in the first year of the presence on the market.
Just like in its home country, Scootland will choose the limited liability  company for its 
activities in Slovakia; first thanks to a relatively  low minimum registered capital and 
second for the similarity  in accounting and other processes. The necessary  legal steps in 
the process are the creation of the Foundation document (Founding deed), setting up the 
company bodies and depositing the minimal registered capital of € 5000.  Furthermore, 
it will be necessary to ensure the right place, which will  be most probably in Bratislava, 
the capital city of Slovakia. 
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The company has an advantage of having experience with setting up a new subsidiary in 
Prague and with the moving of the shops, as it has already been moved in Brno and to 
Prague. There are proven suppliers for all kinds of equipment which ensures efficiency 
and lowering of the purchase costs for the new startup. The base of the service remains 
a question for the management, as there is a possibility to open the service one year 
after the market entry, which would save costs in the first year and the following costs 
of the establishment of the service could be covered by the profits in the second year. A 
new member of the team will have to be found among the existing customer base in 
Slovakia and trained for 3 months in the headquarters of the company in Brno, Czech 
Republic, and operate the shop by themselves under the supervision by the existing 
employees in the Czech Republic. 
One of the big issues concerning setting up a new subsidiary is the alignment of the 
internal system and the website for the 2 countries. For this process, over half a year is 
reserved for the development and testing which should result in improved logistics and 
possibilities to exchange products between the countries. The information technologies 
are the backbone of the company, therefore it is extremely important to plan the 
transformation well and avoid any unnecessary mistakes. The assumption of the budget 
has shown that the initial investment will be covered by the profits in the third year of 
the presence on the market.
This work dealt with a general overview of setting up a subsidiary of the Scootland 
company in Slovakia. Based on the analysis, the recommendation part has been created 
and can be used as a manual with all the recommended steps included. Therefore the 
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source: KOLMAN, Luděk, et al. Cross-cultural differences in Central Europe. Journal 
of Managerial Psychology. 2003, Vol. 18 Iss: 1, s. 76-88. ISSN 0268-3946, s.86-87.
“Our findings illustrate two important facts. First of all, even after the systemic changes 
around 1990, there are marked cultural differences between Central European countries 
and Western Europe (represented in our sample by The Netherlands). Secondly, there 
are important differences between the four Central European countries. In our sample, 
Slovakia is markedly different from the Czech Republic on four of the five dimensions. 
This is the more striking since these two countries have been united within one nation 
for many decades. Both the differences among Central European countries and those 
between these countries and Western Europe cannot be neglected, as they may influence 
the outcomes of processes of politico-economic integration.
Furthermore, it is reasonable to expect more intensive and quick processes of value 
change in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe than in most other parts of the 
world. On the one hand, the fall of communism may have re-established historical 
continuity (Csepeli, 1991), and the countries concerned may be assumed to return to 
their historical trajectories. But the 40 years under socialist rule have had an impact on 
these societies that makes it unlikely that adurable equilibrium will soon be found. In 
the coming decades relatively strong shifts in value orientations may occur as a 
response to the outcomes of political and economic processes that in many cases will 
thwart unrealistic expectations. Under these circumstances it is of the utmost 
importance to periodically measure these value orientations. This kind of study not only 
has obvious practical relevance, it also is of considerable scientific importance, as these 
countries that are still in the process of rebuilding their societies form a huge social 
laboratory.
For practising managers our study contains two warnings. First, in spite of the small 
geographical distance, there are marked cultural differences between the Central 
European countries in our sample and a Western European country like The 
Netherlands. Our numerical findings confirm earlier observations of practising 
managers in this respect (for observations from Dutch managers, see, for example, the 
literature cited in Noorderhaven, 1997). Secondly, it would from a managerial 
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perspective be dangerous to treat the Central European countries as a homogenous 
group. For instance, the two neighboring countries of Czechia and Slovakia differ 
sharply in four of the five dimensions. This means that it may be problematic to 
combine activities in these two countries in a single integrated organization. 
Furthermore, if our expectation is correct, few regions in the world will exhibit cultural 
shifts as strong as Central Europe in the coming decades. If this is true managers would 
do well not to rely too much on static pictures of the cultures concerned, but to keep a 
keen eye on value shifts in these countries. Experience built up during the years of 
transition may soon become outdated.”
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Appendix 2
Comparison of contribution for social insurance for employee and employer. 
Source:  
BURIANOVÁ, Jaroslava. SOUČASNÝ STAV SOCIÁLNÍHO POJIŠTĚNÍ V ČR A SR 
[online]. Košice : Technická Univerzita, 2010. 53 s. Oborová práce. Ekonomická fakulta 
TU v Košiciach. Dostupné z WWW: <www3.ekf.tuke.sk/work/Konferencia
%20Herlany/.../doc/Burianova.pdf>.
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